Can I have
confidence in the
quality of First Line
Steering & Suspension?
Absolutely, as First Line is committed to safety
and performance and works closely with its
manufacturers to ensure the highest standards
are met. As part of the quality control, products
are tested to guarantee high standards are
maintained during hostile operating environments.
As you would expect from a premium quality
Steering & Suspension supplier, all First Line
Steering & Suspension products are covered
by a 2 year 24,000 mile
warranty. Terms and
2 YEAR
conditions apply, see
warranty statement
WARRANTY
for details.

24,000
MILE

Also available in the First Line
Steering & Suspension range:
>

Ball Joints

>

Steering Gaiters

>

Engine Mountings

>

Suspension Arms

Idler Arms

>

Suspension Bushes

 itman Arms /
P
Panhard Rods

>

Suspension Kits

>

Tie Rod Assemblies

>

Rack Ends / Kits

>

Tie Rod Ends

>

Stabiliser Links

>

Top Strut Mounts

>
>

First Line offers a comprehensive range of over 65
references that have been upgraded to HD. Below are
just a selection of the most popular ones available.
The part number structure is the same, you simply
need to add HD on the end to see if it is available.

Application

First Line Part No

HD Part No

Vauxhall Combo Mk II (C)

FDL6367

FDL6367HD

Peugeot 206

FDL6433

FDL6433HD

Ford Mondeo III

FDL6546

FDL6546HD

Audi A1

FDL6547

FDL6547HD

Volkswagen Golf IV

FDL6556/7

FDL6556/7HD

Fiat 500

FDL6559

FDL6559HD

Peugeot 308

FDL6582

FDL6582HD

Vauxhall Vivaro Combi

FDL6583

FDL6583HD

Mercedes Vito Box

FDL6612/3

FDL6612/3HD

BMW X5

FDL6622/3

FDL6622/3HD

Ford Focus II

FDL6631

FDL6631HD

Vauxhall Vectra II

FDL6722

FDL6722HD

Renault Scenic II

FDL6730

FDL6730HD

Audi A4 Avant

FDL6832

FDL6832HD

Nissan Navara (D40)

FDL6985/6

FDL6985/6HD

Ford Transit Box

FDL7089

FDL7089HD

Peugeot Expert

FDL7116

FDL7116HD

Land Rover Freelander II

FDL7166/7

FDL7166/7HD

Renault Master III

FDL7232

FDL7232HD

HD Stabiliser
Link Bars
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About First Line

Why First Line HD Link Bars?

The Difference Explained

Established in 1983, First Line Ltd is a renowned and
trusted world-wide supplier of quality automotive
components to the vehicle aftermarket. The product
portfolio includes an extensive range of chassis,
engine and braking components consisting of over
36,000 part numbers across 47 different product
groups and is focussed on introducing up to 250
new references every single month.

First Line has introduced a range of Heavy Duty stabiliser links
where the specification of the original item has been enhanced
for greater longevity of service life and product performance.

Firstly the plastic bearing has an improved material
specification over original version. OE manufacturers
use a DuPontTM Delrin® 100p material. The First Line
version uses DuPontTM Delrin® 500p material which
has a higher tensile strength so is less prone to
the onset of fatigue and therefore has a greater
resistance to wear.

The First Line premium range of Steering &
Suspension components offers the aftermarket
one of the most comprehensive ranges available.
This leading range contains over 7,500 part
numbers providing an extremely comprehensive
coverage for the global vehicle parc.
Today, with the added value of HD, distributors
and repairers alike can have complete confidence
that they are getting the very best specification
of products at very competitive prices.

Working closely with their manufacturing partners First Line
identify those applications where such a product specification
may be needed to cope with a more arduous working environment.
In particular, focus has been given to applications such as
off-road and LCV’s but also includes vehicles that are regularly
used for higher mileages such as taxis and courtesy cars.
The result is a more robust product that is able to withstand
the daily onslaught of the average daily commute.

The ballpin socket is a patented design and provides
superior ballpin push and pull out values meaning
up to 3 times more force is required to remove the
ballpin over the vehicles original version.
The ballpin itself has an increased base diameter
over the original version giving superior longevity
and providing up to 3 times longer service life.

Material specification upgraded
from DuPontTM Delrin® 100p to
DuPontTM Delrin® 500p

Finally the bar diameter has also been increased
over the original version for improved rigidity.

Patented design providing superior
ball pin push pull values – 2Kgf > 10Kgf

Ball Pin diameter increased
from e.g. 19mm > 22mm

Bar diameter increased by
a minimum of 10% giving a
greater buckling load capacity
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